
What do you think muscles look like?

Slide A

Let’s talk about muscles...

If we could see through our skin to look at 
muscles, what do you think we would see?



Observing Muscles

Slide B

How would you describe these muscles? 
These are “plastinated” muscles from human donors for a museum exhibit.



Let’s Look Closer at Muscles

Slide C

◉ We want to zoom in even further to find out what muscles are 
really made of. What’s in muscles that allows them to move? I 
have a video of animations that can show us. 
○ Videos 1 & 2 from Student Page

◉ Watch for information in the video that connects to 
something you predicted, expected, or we already 
discussed.

◉ Watch for information that is new to you.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvyM71u1UP4


Summarize the Main Ideas

Slide D

◉ What did you see or hear in the video 
that you expected, or that was familiar? 

◉ What did you see or hear in the video 
that was new or surprising to you? 

◉ Summarize: What’s inside muscles? How 
do they move? 



Muscle Protein Images

Slide E

How do the structures 

of these proteins help 

them do their job?

Read and annotate the 
text and images. 

Put in folder.



How do these structures help them function?

Slide F



How do these structures help them function?

Slide G



How do these structures help them function?

Slide H



Copy and answer these 2 questions:

1. In one or two sentences of your own words, summarize how muscle cells 

contract (pull together)

2. How does the structure (shape) of the myosin and actin proteins affect 

their function (how they do their jobs)? You may use drawings and/or 

words in your response. 

DON’T COPY THESE 2.  They are for Class Discussion.

3. As you have been working to understand muscle cells and how they 

function, tell one advantage of watching the video about them, and tell one 

advantage of seeing the images and text in print. 

4. Were there disadvantages of one (video or print) or the other? If so, 

what disadvantages did you encounter? 

Function and Structure of Muscle Cells 

Page 83



Digital Gallery Walk - Page 82  Big vs Typical Muscles 

Slide J

How do big 

muscles 

compare to 

typical ones?

You can find the 
sources on your Google 
Classroom and record 
your answers on your 
handout in your ISN.

Source 
#

Big muscles are different 
from typical muscles 

because...

1

2

3

4



Building Understanding

Slide K

◉ What did you discover about how the cells of 
super-big-muscled animals compare to typical 
animals’ muscle cells?

◉ What evidence did you find to support your ideas?



Navigation

Slide L

◉ What question(s) are you still wondering about?

◉ Where do you think the matter could be coming 
from to build these extra-big muscles?

◉ What should we investigate next to keep figuring 
out why the cattle got these extra-big muscles?


